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Background
Anonymous is unusual amongst hacktivist groups, leveraging
Twitter to broadcast their actions.

Topic Modelling of Anonymous Tweets Posted
During the 2020 BLM Protests

Distribution of Botomoter Scores for Anonymous
Accounts Created in 2020

Although the group appeared to fragment after the arrest of key
members in 2013, news reports indicated that the group attempted
to re-establish itself in 2020 – supporting the Black Lives Matter
(BLM) led protests after George Floyd’s murder.2
Our research analysed Anonymous on Twitter, examining it’s
evolution over time, it’s apparent resurgence in 2020, and the role
of bot accounts as a means of inflating the size of this
resurgence.1,2

Finding Anonymous Twitter Accounts
- Combined approach leveraging snowball sampling and
machine learning classification used to find Anonymousaffiliated Twitter accounts.
- ~40,000 Twitter accounts annotated as Anonymousaffiliated (or not). Annotated accounts used to train
Anonymous account ML classifier.
- Trained classifier used to identify all Anonymous
accounts in a sample of ~10 million Twitter accounts via
two-stage snowball sampling.
- ~30,000 Anonymous accounts identified across the two
stages of snowball sampling.

Number of Accounts Joining the Anonymous Twitter
Network Over Time

A fall in accounts joining the Anonymous network was noted in
2013, after the arrest of key members of the group.
Massive growth in the network observed in 2020, aligning with the
BLM protests of George Floyd’s murder.

The majority of newly created Anonymous Twitter accounts
exhibit high degrees of “bot-like” behaviour.
This is likely down to their use of generic Anonymous imagery in
the profiles and their lack of activity.
Clear engagement in a range of BLM-related topics was observed,
with discussion of these topics being the most common during the
protest period.
This provides evidence that Anonymous on Twitter engaged with
the protests, and indicates that the large growth in the network
during 2020 was likely related to this.

These findings indicate that the large growth in the network
during 2020 may have been inflated by bots.

Avg. Number of Tweets per Anonymous Account for
Accounts in Different Bot Score Ranges

Frequency of Anonymous Tweets Discussing BLM
Over Time

Analysis of the number of Anonymous tweets containing BLMrelated topics posted each day during the protest period revealed
that the group’s interest in BLM was not sustained over time.
This supports suggestions in the media that Anonymous’ interest
in BLM was not significant and that the group may have been
using the prominent public issue to regain relevance.

Further analysis revealed that the most bot-like accounts seldom
tweeted, further supporting indications that these new accounts are
simply functioning to inflate the apparent size of the 2020 resurgence.
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